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BMJ.COM POLL
Last week we asked, “Should the Health 
and Social Care Bill now be withdrawn?” 

92% voted yes (total 2950 votes cast)

This week’s poll asks, “Is providing 
hospital services seven days a week 
worth the extra cost?”

 Ж bmj.com 2012;344:e892

RESPONSE OF THE WEEK

“This week Mr Lansley argued his 
reforms did not amount to privatisation 
of the NHS. It is important to be 
clear, however, that it is not just 
the privatisation but the extensive 
marketisation mandated by his  
reforms that threatens to destroy  
the NHS as we know it”
Danny McLernon-Billows, medical student, 
Peninsula Medical School, Plymouth, UK, in 
response to “The NHS is heading down a hole—
should we stop digging?”

 Ж bmj.com BMJ 2012;344:e805
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A commitment to protect health and save lives
At what age are surgeons safest? In France, according 
to Antoine Duclos and colleagues, it’s between 
35 and 50 years old (p 19). The authors looked 
prospectively at thyroid operations performed in 
five high volume centres and found an increased 
risk of permanent complications when operations 
were done by less experienced surgeons and those 
in practice for more than 20 years. This finding has 
a certain face validity, but the authors recommend 
caution in interpreting their results. They looked at 
only one type of operation and used a cross sectional 
study design. Future research might follow a cohort 
of surgeons to see how performance changes during 
a surgeon’s career, they say. Supervision in the 
early years is an obvious response, but what should 
surgeons do when they reach 50?

Surgical skill comes up elsewhere this week. 
Ruth Doherty and Zaki Almallah ask how urinary 
function after prostatectomy could be improved 
(p 12). As many as one in five men who have radical 
prostatectomy will need to use absorbent pads in the 
long term, which can be especially devastating for 
younger patients. The advice patients receive before 
and after their operation is often inadequate, say the 
authors.

From their editorial it seems that options 
are improving. For severe incontinence the UK’s 
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 
recommends artificial sphincters. These can be 
inserted in men with the mental and manual dexterity 
to operate them, although the insertion procedure 
is delicate and outcomes are therefore particularly 

dependent on surgical skill. Suburethral slings are 
less invasive, but as with many new surgical devices 
we don’t yet know enough about long term outcomes. 
In the absence of consensus about who should be 
offered which procedure, the authors recommend 
early referral to centres capable of both.

Skill of a different sort is needed when 
negotiating with patients over whether their non-
serious illness requires antibiotics. Christopher 
Butler and colleagues have designed an 
educational programme for clinicians aimed at 
reducing antibiotic prescribing. Their randomised 
controlled trial found that the programme reduced 
prescriptions and did not increase hospital 
admissions or reconsultations (p 17). But as James 
McCormack and G Michael Allan caution, the study 
was too small to show whether the intervention 
affected patient outcomes (p 10).

The news from Syria is hard to bear. President 
Assad was once a doctor, and did some of his training 
in the UK as an ophthalmologist at Moorfields 
Hospital in London. Futile though such a gesture 
may be, should not all UK and international medical 
bodies publicly condemn the behaviour of this man 
who once committed himself to protect health and 
save life?
Fiona Godlee, editor, BMJ
fgodlee@bmj.com
Cite this as: BMJ 2012;344:e971
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How free healthcare became mired in corruption  
and murder in a key Indian state
TheЖdeathsЖofЖthreeЖmedicalЖofficersЖinЖ
India’sЖmostЖpopulousЖstateЖhaveЖtakenЖ
theЖsheenЖoffЖanЖambitiousЖattemptЖtoЖ
bringЖfreeЖhealthcareЖtoЖtheЖcountry’sЖ
poorestЖcitizens.ЖPatralekhaЖChatterjeeЖ
reportsЖfromЖUttarЖPradeshЖonЖhowЖ
theЖorganisedЖlootingЖofЖgovernmentЖ
fundsЖhasЖcrippledЖtheЖNationalЖRuralЖ
HealthЖMissionЖinЖthisЖstate.ЖAsЖnew,Ж
startling,ЖfactsЖcomeЖoutЖinЖtheЖmediaЖ
almostЖeveryЖday,ЖitЖseemsЖmuchЖofЖtheЖ
10Ж000ЖcroreЖrupeesЖ(£1.3bn,Ж€1.5bn,Ж
$2bn)ЖallottedЖtoЖUttarЖPradeshЖunderЖ
theЖinitiativeЖwasЖsiphonedЖawayЖbyЖtheЖ
currentЖandЖpreviousЖstateЖgovernmentЖ
andЖdidЖnotЖreachЖorЖbenefitЖtheЖpeopleЖ
forЖwhomЖitЖwasЖintended.ЖUttarЖPradeshЖ

hasЖaЖpopulationЖofЖ200Жmillion,ЖaroundЖ
16%ЖofЖtheЖcountry’sЖtotal.ЖGivenЖitsЖsizeЖ
andЖitsЖhigherЖthanЖaverageЖmortalityЖ
andЖmorbidityЖratesЖ(infantЖmortalityЖisЖ
63/100Ж000Жbirths,ЖcomparedЖwithЖaЖ
countryЖaverageЖofЖ50,ЖandЖmaternalЖ
mortalityЖratioЖ359ЖvЖ2121),ЖtheЖstateЖ
isЖkeyЖtoЖtheЖachievementЖofЖIndia’sЖ
healthЖgoalsЖasЖwellЖasЖtheЖmillenniumЖ
developmentЖgoals.ЖTheЖcorruptionЖ
ЖwasЖalreadyЖunderЖinvestigationЖbyЖ
India’sЖCentralЖBureauЖofЖInvestigationЖ
whenЖoneЖofЖtheЖstate’sЖchiefЖmedicalЖ
officersЖwasЖkilledЖinЖbroadЖdaylight,Ж
alongЖwithЖanotherЖCMOЖjustЖsixЖЖ
monthsЖlaterЖoutsideЖhisЖhouseЖ
(doi:10.1136/bmj.d453).
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